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Abstract 

 

We all make bad decisions—and frequently repeat them. 
A bad decision is any decision that moves us or our 
organizations further away from the goals we want to 
achieve. Some bad decisions are unavoidable, but many 
are avoidable.  
 
This paper identifies five common mistakes that can result 
in avoidable decision errors and delays and introduces a 
new method – the Change Matrix Cloud Process (CMCP) 
– which consists of a simple five-step process, each 
designed to reduce or even prevent one of these five 
common decision mistakes.  
 
The CMCP was developed over a decade from insights 
gained during extensive field testing to test its 
effectiveness and efficiency over a wide range of 
applications that included individuals dealing with difficult 
personal problems and decisions and management teams 
dealing with difficult organizational problems and 
decisions.  
 
In both these applications, the CMCP has proven to be 
fast and reliable method to expose, challenge and 
overcoming the often hidden but harmful assumptions that 
can cause us to make and repeat avoidable decision 
errors and delays. 
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A Wicked Problem: We all make and repeat bad decisions 
 
Jason, a project manager, is in a panic. The project is going to be late and over-budget—again! 
The managing director is fuming. The client is threatening to walk. Jason jumps into action, 
sending a flurry of emails, marshaling a full-team meeting to brainstorm for solutions and devise 
a plan to salvage the project and get it back on track.  
 
Will they succeed? Will they learn from this experience? 
 
If history is any indication, probably not.  
 
Our project manager is facing a wicked problem: a type of problem within our organizations, our 
society, or our lives, which despite our best efforts, we’ve been unable to solve or prevent from 
recurring. Wicked problems plague us all. In our organizations, we wish we could end silo-
thinking, local optimization, finger-pointing, fire-fighting, multitasking. In society, we wish we 
could end discrimination, poverty, wastage of scarce resources, and high offender recidivism. In 
our personal lives, we wish we could make healthier food choices, exercise more, have the 
discipline to save more money for rainy days, not overreact, and pick more appropriate 
relationship or business partners. 
 
But we don’t.  
 
It’s not because we are ignorant about these problems or ignorant about possible or even proven 
solutions. Rather, it is a fault in our decision-making process. It is common to blame ignorance as 
the main cause for bad decisions. “We or they didn’t know any better.” But that’s an assumption 
that needs to be challenged.  
 
Wicked problems can be caused by 
ignorance (we didn’t know) but mostly 
persist because of inertia (we knew but 
did not act) or ineptitude (we acted but 
compromised). Most of the time, the 
people doing things they should not do, 
or the people that did not do what they should have done, had knowledge about the problem 
and/or access to viable solutions. They just made a bad decision. They either failed to act (inertia) 
or decided to compromise and not apply the knowledge correctly (ineptitude).  
 
So why do we tend to blame ignorance? Policy makers, managers, and even parents think that 
solving ignorance is simpler. The solution is simply educating the decision makers. Solving inertia 
and ineptitude is much harder. It requires that we take the time and do the hard work to actually 
understand why good people often resist doing things they probably know would be good for 
them or their organizations or why they sometimes do things they probably know they shouldn’t 
because it would waste scarce resources or even harm them or their organizations.  

1.  

2.  

3.  
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Behind all of our “bad” decisions, we will not only find cognitive biases, but also “bad” 
assumptions—assumptions that harm rather than help us. Unless identified, recognized, and 
challenged, these assumptions will cause good people to continue to make and repeat the same 
avoidable decision mistakes. 
 

Are we facing a problem-solving crisis—or a decision-making crisis? 
 
Philosophers and social scientist have known for a long time that as knowledge expands and 
access to this knowledge grows exponentially, more and more, it will be poor decision making, 
rather than poor problem solving or lack of knowledge, that will become the main cause of 
individuals, organizations, and even countries not reaching their goals.  
 
In fact, since Benjamin Franklin first introduced his pro/con method in a letter to a friend in 1772, 
there have been major advances in our understanding of why we all sometimes make avoidable 
and consequential decision mistakes and what can be done to reduce these mistakes. Notable 
advances and new insights into the underlying causes of decision errors include those from Nobel 
Prize winners Dr. Herbert Simon (Bounded Rationality) and Dr. Daniel Kahneman (Prospect 
Theory) and more recently, Dr. William Miller (Motivational Interviewing), Dr. Barry Johnson 
(Polarity Management), Dr. Robert Kegan and Dr. Lisa Lahey (Immunity to Change), and Prof. 
Nassim Taleb (Antifragile).1 
 
Unfortunately, most of these insights have not yet been translated into practical decision support 
methods that can be used by anyone to analyze and improve their decisions. And the ones that 
have, continue to suffer from either low adoption rates and/or poor application success rates 
because they are simply too complex and/or time-consuming for most people. No wonder that, 
for most of us, the pro/con list and “ask an expert” methods are still the two most common 
approaches used today when we think a decision is important enough to invest some time 
(and/or money) in to ensure we get it right or to stop procrastinating.  
 
And even then, we don’t use these methods as prescribed. We try to do the pros and cons in our 
heads rather than writing them down, which could have helped us spot confirmation and other 
cognitive biases. Or we ask for help from people who we think will agree with or validate our “gut 
feelings,” who are not true experts, and/or who have no skin in the game (and therefore should 
not be trusted). 
 
Is it possible to develop a simple and practical decision support and analysis method that can 
help us understand why we and other “good people” continue to make avoidable and 
consequential bad decisions to help us make better, faster decisions in the future? 

                                                      
1 A brief summary of these thinkers’ innovations is provided in Appendix 1. 
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Developing a way to make better, faster decisions…or to at 
least learn from past failures  
 
To develop a better and faster process for making new decisions and/or analyzing avoidable past 
decision errors or delays, we should capitalize on the fact that many of our decision errors or 
delays could have been avoided if we had slowed down our thinking. As Kahneman theorized in 
Thinking, Fast and Slow, we use two different systems when making decisions. System 1 is our 
fast and automatic system. System 2 is our slow and deliberate system. We often make avoidable 
mistakes when we use System 1 when we should have used System 2.  
 
This paper will introduce a new decision-making and analysis process called the Change Matrix 
Cloud Process (CMCP), developed through rigorous field testing over the past decade, with the 
aim of achieving the ambitious target of providing individuals and organizations with a simple, 
fast, and systematic process for reducing avoidable and consequential decision errors and/or 
delays. It provides a systemic way to helps us slow down our thinking in a way that can expose 
“bad” assumptions that have caused or could cause avoidable decision errors or delays. 
 
The CMCP has five steps, each aimed at addressing five of the most common causes of decision 
errors and delays discovered during our research and field testing: We work on the wrong 
problem; we jump to a solution or find someone else to blame; we try to confirm rather than 
challenge basic assumptions on how best to resolve decision conflicts; we ignore valid 
reservations; and we don’t document and/or communicate our analysis in a way that will 
empower stakeholders to help us check and test our new solution’s assumptions of necessity, 
sufficiency, and/or sequence via proof-of-concept experiments designed to provide fast 
feedback. 
 
The CMCP builds on the ground-breaking work of another giant within the field of decision 
sciences, Dr. Eli Goldratt, better known as the creator of the Theory of Constraints (TOC) and the 
best-selling author of The Goal, rather than for his work and contributions to helping understand 
why we all sometimes resist “good” changes or adopt changes that would be bad for us or our 
organizations.  
 
Dr. Goldratt’s main insights2 were: 

 Any improvement is a change.  

 Any change can be perceived as a threat to security.  

 Any threat to security gives rise to emotional resistance.  

                                                      
2 Goldratt, Eliyahu M. (1990-01-01). Theory of Constraints (Kindle Locations 289-290). North River Pr. Kindle 

Edition. 
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 It is very difficult to overcome emotional resistance with logic or facts. The most reliable 
way to overcome emotional resistance is with an even stronger emotion. 

 There are two emotions related to every change: the fear of the one that needs to change 
and the deep desire and passion of the inventor of the change to improve the status quo.  

 
Goldratt realized that if we can provide those that want to change and those that are resisting 
the change with critical thinking processes that they can use to collaborate and co-invent their 
own win-win solutions — solutions with benefits for all stakeholders that far exceed the possible 
negatives—the shared positive emotions of the inventor can go a long way in helping overcome 
any negative emotions or un-verbalized fears that can cause resistance or bad compromises. 
 

Standing on the Shoulders of a Giant 
 
By the mid-1980s, Dr. Eli Goldratt was already becoming frustrated with the resistance to change 
being experienced by implementers of the Theory of Constraints. Goldratt realized that ensuring 
that TOC was delivering step-changes in operational and financial performance was not enough. 
To improve the adoption rate and sustainability of TOC successes within organizations, he would 
need to provide people with simple problem-solving and decision-making methods—Thinking 
Processes—that would help them invent their own solutions and communicate their analyses to 
other stakeholders in ways that would enable them to help check key assumptions and/or 
suggest ways to overcome possible negatives or implementation obstacles.  

As part of this quest, Goldratt developed several Thinking Processes (called the TOC TP), of which 
two are particularly relevant to the science of decision making: the Evaporating (or Conflict) 
Cloud method and the Change Matrix method. 

Since these two methods form the basis of the Change Matrix Cloud Process that this article 
introduces, the next section provides an overview of these methods, highlighting both their 
benefits (over previous methods) and limitations. The aim of the CMCP is to maintain these 
benefits while overcoming their limitations. 
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Goldratt’s Evaporating Cloud (EC)  
 
Goldratt introduced the Evaporating Cloud3 in the late 1980s as a problem-solving, thinking 
process to help people invent simple, practical, win-win solutions. It achieved this by helping 
users understand the unresolved conflict and expose hidden assumptions that were blocking 
them (or others) from resolving a problem or making a decision without compromise.  

Once the conflict was verbalized and assumptions exposed, the second objective of the 
Evaporating Cloud method was to help users find a win-win “injection,” a simple, practical way 
to satisfy the system requirements responsible for creating a conflict in achieving a common goal 
without compromise.  

Figure 2 presents the structure of 
the Evaporating Cloud, with Box A 
representing the objective or goal 
we are trying to achieve, Boxes B 
and C the requirements for 
achieving these objectives 
(system needs or necessary 
conditions) and Boxes D and Not 
D (D’) the conflicting 
prerequisites or actions (e.g. 
Change versus Not Change) to 
achieve each need. 

Using the Evaporating Cloud to Understand Jason’s Dilemma 

As described at the beginning of this article, Jason is a project manager who faces (again) a wicked 
problem and dilemma. There have been delays on some of the project tasks and it now looks like, 
unless corrective actions are taken, his project is going to be late. He is worried though that these 
corrective actions will likely cause the project to be either way over-budget or under-scope. If 
Jason used the Evaporating Cloud method to better understand the dilemma he faced, he would 
probably verbalize his analysis as follows: 

In order to be a good project manager (A), I must do whatever it takes to meet the endangered 
time commitment (B), which means I will feel pressure to take corrective actions to recover lost 
time (D). At the same time, in order to be a good project manager (A), I must not jeopardize any 
other commitments of budget and/or scope (C), which means I will feel pressure to not take any 
corrective actions (Not D or D’). Jason’s problem, verbalized as an unresolved conflict, is not 
knowing whether to take costly or risky corrective actions or not.  

                                                      
3 Goldratt, E.M. (1990) “What is this thing called Theory of Constraints and how can it be implemented?” Croton-

on-Hudson, NY: North River Press. 

Assumptions

(C)	
System	

Requirement	
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Figure 2: GOLDRATT’S EVAPORATING CLOUD
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To resolve this conflict, the EC method asks users to verbalize the assumptions under each of the 
five logical connections (AB, AC, BD, CD’, and DD’) by reading, “In order to . . . I must . . .” and 
answering the question “Because?” For example, if Jason wanted to check and challenge the 
assumptions on the CD’ arrow, he would try to answer the question, “In order to not jeopardize 
any other commitments of budget and/or scope (C), I must not take any corrective actions 
because . . .?” His answer could be, “all corrective actions would result in additional costs and/or 
require cuts in scope.”  

Once verbalized, Jason can then check and, with the help of other stakeholders, possibly 
challenge the validity of each of the assumptions that is blocking him from resolving the conflict. 
Is it really true that all corrective actions would result in additional costs and/or require cuts in 
scope? Once a user says, “No, this is not always true,” or “There is another way,” it means they’ve 
challenged an assumption on which the conflict was based, and the conflict or cloud can be 
resolved without compromising one of the system needs. Goldratt referred to this process as 
“evaporating the cloud” because conflicts hang over us like dark clouds and resolving a conflict 
makes the dark cloud go away. 

The Evaporating Cloud’s Benefits and Limitations 

The EC was a breakthrough because, unlike other problem solving methods, it helps us to first 
define and understand the unresolved conflict that was blocking us from resolving a problem. 
Frequently, solutions like “Take corrective action” or “Centralize” are just one side of a conflict. 
Jumping to implement these “solutions” will just replace one problem with another. The EC then 
guides users to identify and possibly challenge the assumptions behind their conflict—
assumptions between A-B, A-C, B-D, C-D’, and D-D’.  

Unfortunately, the EC method provides no specific guidelines on which of the many assumptions 
that can be raised by stakeholders should be challenged and also ignores an important part of 
why we sometimes get stuck (inertia) or make bad compromises (ineptitude). There are not only 
positives to each of the two conflicting actions or decisions in D and D’ (the system needs the B 
and C that D and D’ are satisfying), but there are also negatives to D and D’ that are not always 
opposite of the B and C. The negatives can be the fears we have if we do D or D’ that could be 
responsible for our past or future inertia or ineptitude. 

Goldratt’s Change Matrix (CM) 
 
The Change Matrix4 developed by Goldratt in the mid-1990s provided a practical decision support 
method for helping us understand the resistance we might have experienced to a change we 
really thought would make things better, faster, simpler, or easier for everyone and/or help 
prepare us for achieving stakeholder buy-in for such a proposed change.  

                                                      
4 See definition for Change Matrix under “Change Analogy” in TOCICO Dictionary at www.tocico.org  
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The Change Matrix builds on and goes beyond the simple pro/con list method for decision making 
proposed by Benjamin Franklin.5 Goldratt suggested that we also list the pros versus the cons of 
not changing (maintaining the status quo). This additional dimension can help to uncover 
additional assumptions that could be challenged, which would not have been exposed otherwise. 

To provide a memorable analogy6 for these, Goldratt used the example of a person feeling 
pressured to climb a mountain. Climbing the mountain represents the change they are 
considering. There are two good reasons for this person to make the change: 

1. First, there is the opportunity to reach the pot of gold on top of the mountain, which they 
desire and believe they cannot attain if they stay at the base. The pot of gold is the positive 
or upside of the change.  

2. Second, there is the pressure to escape the alligator at the base of the mountain—the “bad” 
things they can get away from by climbing the mountain. The alligator is the negative or 
downside of not changing (maintaining the status quo).  

 
So why wouldn’t a person climb the mountain (make the change) if there was a large alligator at 
the bottom and/or a pot of gold at the top?  

Goldratt suggested that we look at the two reasons that can cause a person not to change:  

1. First, the person can stay with the mermaid at the base of the mountain, whom they fear 
they will lose if they leave. The mermaid is the positive or upside of not changing. 

2. Second, they fear the risk of crutches—one crutch represents the effort or cost it will take to 
climb the mountain and the second crutch represents the risk of falling and breaking their 
legs if they try to climb but slip and fall. The crutches are the negative or downside of the 
change.  

 
These four “consequence assumptions” 
are shown in Figure 3 in the form of 
Goldratt’s Change Matrix or CM. 
 
Goldratt’s CM can be used to gain deeper 
insights (compared to those that would 
be exposed by the EC method) into the 
four competing forces a decision like 
whether to make a change (take 
corrective action) or not often involves.  
 

                                                      
5 http://www.procon.org/view.background-resource.php?resourceID=1474 

6 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hcz1aZ60k7w  

DECISION POSITIVE (+) NEGATIVE (-)

CHANGE

NOT CHANGE

(STATUS QUO)

Figure	3:	GOLDRATT’S	CHANGE	MATRIX
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Using the Change Matrix to Better Understand Jason’s Choices and Their Consequences 

Considering the many measurements tracked today on projects, it is possible, but very unlikely, 
that ignorance of the problem (a delay in one or more project tasks) would be the reason for a 
project manager like Jason to not take timely corrective action. They know the pot of gold and 
alligator. As such, they normally find it easy to define these. They might verbalize the positive of 
the change (pot of gold) as “increase probability of meeting endangered time commitment,” 
while verbalizing the negative of not changing (alligator) as “being blamed for not taking 
corrective action when it was still possible to recover time lost on in-process or completed 
tasks.” Changing will get them away from these alligators and closer to the pot of gold. 
 
Interestingly, when we ask people to verbalize the positive of something they think is “bad” or 
“not an option,” like “What is the positive of not taking corrective action?”—the mermaid they 
don't want to give up—they frequently misunderstand the question, typically verbalizing their 
mermaid as a positive of making a change, not a positive of not changing like “not taking 
corrective action” or “not quitting a bad habit.” This is the way we are conditioned to think, and 
is how many of us will respond to a “disruptive” question. Disruptive questions are very effective 
at exposing unverbalized fears or frustrations that can cause us to resist good changes or 
overreact and make changes that are bad for us.  
 
By the same token, when we ask the people to verbalize the negative of taking an action they 
believe is “good” or “expected of them” (the crutches), they’re surprised. This is not what they 
expected you to ask. No one who is trying to change their behavior usually asks questions like 
this. In the case of Jason, he might have answered that his mermaid—the positive of not taking 
corrective action—would be that “I/We won’t be blamed for taking actions that compromised 
budget or scope commitments.” He probably would list the crutches—the negatives like the cost 
and possible risks of taking corrective action—as “using project team members to work on 
finding corrective actions will possibly delay other tasks they should be working on” and “would 
likely result in us not meeting budget or scope commitments.”  
 
And that’s why the CM frequently can help to understand and overcome or prevent a person or 
team’s state of ambivalence that can cause inertia or ineptitude: because it can expose all their 
assumptions about the positives or negatives of changing, and positives or negatives of not 
changing. 
 
The Change Matrix’s Benefits and Limitations 

The Change Matrix was designed to help both those who resist a change and those who want to 
initiate a change to understand the other side’s and their own assumptions. As such, the 
advantage of this method is that it provides a simple checklist for exposing the sometimes 
exaggerated or harmful fears of loss (mermaid) or risk (crutches) that can cause people to resist 
good changes, and/or the sometimes exaggerated or harmful frustrations (alligators) or 
expectations (pot of gold) that can cause people to overreact and make or push for changes that 
could be bad for the organization or them.  
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Once these assumptions are exposed, we can ask ourselves whether these are really true and if 
so, whether they are really important to us. If we can challenge these assumptions, it will be 
simple to decide whether to change or not to change. 
 
However, the CM also has a limitation: What if the mermaids, crutches, alligators, and pots of 
gold all appear to be real and important? In such cases, unless we have a common utility to weigh 
these against each other, we will be stuck. Unfortunately, in most real life dilemmas where we 
experience ambivalence, there is no common utility like money to weigh the positives of changing 
and negatives of not changing (the arguments for making a change) with the positives of not 
changing and negatives of changing (the arguments against a change).  
 
For these more complex cases, we need a way to go deeper—to find and challenge assumptions 
behind our arguments for and against the change we are considering.  
In summary, Goldratt’s EC and CM methods both have benefits (over other problem-solving and 
decision-making methods), but also significant limitations that can potentially explain their 
relatively low adoption and success rate to date. It can be asked, why, if these two methods do 
offer significant benefits in both quality and speed over other decision-making methods like 
Franklin’s pro/con list, have they not been adopted more widely?  

Part of the answer seems to be that they continue to suffer from low market awareness (at least 
not outside of the Theory of Constraints community of practitioners) and low adoption rates 
because they have never really made it into the mainstream literature on problem solving and 
decision making. And in the cases where they are mentioned, they are used mainly as 
communication tools for showing how a conflict was resolved, rather than showing also the 
detailed step-by-step process for actually using these methods in practice to achieve real 
breakthroughs.  

Is it possible to design a thinking process that can be used for both problem solving (finding viable 
solutions to important problems) and decision making (resolving decision conflicts) that 
addresses the limitations of both the Evaporating Cloud and Change Matrix, while maintaining 
the benefits of both? Moreover, could the new thinking process’s steps be defined in a simple 
enough way that they can be applied by individuals without the guidance of a facilitator or coach?  
 
In the mid- to late-2000s, a simple insight provided a possible answer.  Why not – as per Figure 4 
below - combine Franklin’s pro/con list and Goldratt’s Evaporating Cloud and Change Matrix 
methods into one method? 
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This could yield a new, composite method involving additional steps and simple guidelines that 
capitalize on the latest insights within decision science and behavioral economics in a way that 
helps prevent or at least reduces the most common avoidable decision mistakes we make when 
trying to improve our organizations and/or our lives. 

The Change Matrix Cloud Process (CMCP)  
 
The CMCP has been designed to achieve two ambitious targets: 

1. Help us better understand why we and others sometimes do things we should not do (e.g. 
overreacting and making a change that is bad for us or our organization) and/or 
sometimes don’t do the things we should do (e.g. resisting a change that would be good 
for us or our organization). We often make avoidable decision mistakes when, as per the 
Kahneman definition of our thinking systems, we use System 1—our fast and automatic 
way of thinking—when we should have used System 2—our slow, deliberate way of 
thinking.  

2. Help us capitalize on this new-found understanding to slow down our thinking—not to 
overreact or under-react based on an emotional response due to, for example, 
exaggerated fears or frustrations—but rather to think through our decision step-by-step 
to actually make better, faster decisions, or at least to learn from experience so we do 
not repeat mistakes in deciding when to change, what to change, what to change to, and 
how to cause, communicate, and/or measure the impact of a change.  

 

Many	benefits,	but	some	limitations Many	benefits,	but	some	limitations
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To achieve these objectives, the CMCP had to be designed to offer a simple, repeatable, and 
systematic process for slowing down our thinking when it really matters to analyze and 
systematically resolve the conflicts we experience at work or home, conflicts that put us in the 
stressful state of ambivalence when confronted by problems or opportunities that require us to 
decide whether to change or not—or (in case the status quo is no longer an option) to select 
what change will be the best alternative.  
 
For the CMCP to be effective in helping users make better and faster decisions, it has to overcome 
five of the most common mistakes we make in decision making: 
 
1. We waste our scarcest resource by investing our limited attention on the wrong problems or 

decisions – working on ones that are not consequential and/or not working on ones that are. 
2. We jump to a solution rather than first defining the conflict of which the solution is one side, 

and/or simply find someone to blame rather than understanding the conflict they faced that 
resulted in them taking an action/decision we believed caused our problem.  

3. We try to resolve conflicts by compromising rather than challenging the assumptions that 
block the resolution of the conflict with a win-win.  

4. We ignore our own or other’s valid reservations, often expressed as “Yes, but...” relating to:  
a. insufficiency of the new solution to be a win for all stakeholders,  
b. potential negative consequences of the new solution, and/or  
c. obstacles to implementing the new solution. 

5. We fail to effectively communicate the full conflict resolution to those who need to apply it, 
which can result in active or passive resistance and/or a compromised implementation as 
they might not know how to measure success, what exactly to do and/or which assumptions 
to check in the implementation. 

 
To help us prevent or at least reduce the probability of making and repeating these five common 
mistakes, the CMCP was designed with five steps, each aimed at helping prevent one of the 
mistakes. 
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Figure 5 above shows a schematic of the five steps of the CMCP, with the appropriate questions 
that guide the user through the five steps. The aim of the five steps is to provide good answers 
to the 5 change questions: Why change?, What to change?, What to change to?, How to cause 
the change?, and finally How to check and test assumptions of the new change to validate if it 
did actually help to solve the problem by closing the performance or expectation gap that 
triggered the need for a change? 

Please note that Step 2 consists of two parts: Step 2.1 and Step 2.2. In Step 2.1, we define the 
conflict faced by the person/group having to deal with the problem. In Step 2.2, we define the 
conflict faced by the person/group that is being blamed for causing the problem. When we simply 
blame others (or ourselves) rather than trying to understand why they felt pressure to do what 
they did, it causes disharmony and doesn’t actually help us to deal with or prevent the problem 
from recurring in the future.  

Title	of	Better Practice	(New	RULE)

Necessary
Assumption
WHEN?

Why	Change	– The	Problem /	Undesirable Effect	and	

related	negative	local	and	global	impact

Strategy

WHAT	FOR?

The	objective	you	want	to	achieve	=	More	of	the	

positives	(Current	+	Future	Upside)	and	none	or	

fewer	of		negatives	(Current	+	Future	Downside)

Viability	
Assumptions

WHY?

The	assumptions	challenged	in	resolving the	conflict	which	
includes:
• Conditions	under	which	it	is	possible	to	achieve	all	the	

important	Positives	without	risk	of	important	Negatives
• “Yes,	buts”	raised	by	stakeholders	and	how	these	can	be	

prevented/overcome	that	assisted	in	deciding	on	best	
Tactic

Tactic

HOW	TO?

NEW	RULE to	resolve	conflict	&	address	all	yes, buts

e.g.	Change++,	Not	Change++,	When+	When	Not or	

Another	change

STEP 1 – WHY CHANGE

Gap	analysis	of	MY/OUR	Problem	and	

its	Local	&	System	Impact

STEP 4 – HOW TO CAUSE THE CHANGE

Everyone	contribute	by	raising	YES,	BUTS…	to	

improve	half-baked	solution	and	reduce	resistance	

Figure 5 – STEP 1 TO 5 OF THE CHANGE MATRIX CLOUD PROCESS

Q1.3	Why	is	the	Problem	bad	
for	others	(system	impact)?

SYSTEM	IMPACT
WHY	CHANGE	3

Q1.2	Why	is	this	Problem	bad	
for	you	(local	impact)?

LOCAL	IMPACT
WHY	CHANGE	2

STEP 2.1 – WHAT TO CHANGE (A)   

Defining the Unresolved Conflict of A - the 

one having to deal with the problem

STEP 3 – TO WHAT TO CHANGE

Using	4	methods	to	resolve	both	conflicts	and	

select	solution	with	most	upside,	least	downside

STEP 5 – CHECK & TEST ASSUMPTIONS

Convert full analysis into Better Practice using 

format to enable others to help check and test its 

assumptions

“MY” CONFLICT

Q2.1	What	Action/Decision	
will	solve	the	problem?

TACTIC	1
CHANGE

Q2.2	What’s	Competing	
Action	/Decision	will	not?

TACTIC	2
NOT	CHANGE

FUTURE	DOWNSIDE

Q2.5	What	negatives	are	
unique	to	CHANGE?

- OF	CHANGE

FUTURE	UPSIDE
+	OF	CHANGE

Q2.4	What	positives	are	
unique	to	CHANGE?

CURRENT	UPSIDE
+	OF	NOT	CHANGE

Q2.6	What	positives	are	
unique	to	NOT	CHANGE?

CURRENT	DOWNSIDE
- OF	NOT	CHANGE

Q2.3	What	negatives	are	
unique	to	NOT	CHANGE?

THREAT		
- ON	GOAL

Q2.7	What	is	the	THREAT	
(of	their	downsides)?

GOAL
+	ON	GOAL

Q2.8	What	is	the	GOAL	
(of	their	upsides)?

Stakeholder Insufficiencies How to address? 

Stakeholder Predicted Negatives How to prevent? 

Stakeholder Implementation Obstacle How to overcome? 

STEP 2.2 – WHAT TO CHANGE (B)   

Defining the Unresolved Conflict of B - the 

one being blamed for the problem

“THEIR” CONFLICT

Q2.10	What	Action/Decision	
could	prevent	the	problem?

TACTIC		1
CHANGE

Q2.9	What	Action	/Decision	
caused	the	problem?

TACTIC		2
NOT	CHANGE

FUTURE	DOWNSIDE

Q2.13	What	negatives	are	
unique	to	the	CHANGE?

- OF	CHANGE

FUTURE	UPSIDE
+	OF	CHANGE

Q2.12	What	positives	are	
unique	to	the	CHANGE?

CURRENT	UPSIDE
+	OF	NOT	CHANGE

Q2.14	What	positives	are	
unique	to	NOT	CHANGE?

CURRENT	DOWNSIDE
- OF	NOT	CHANGE

Q2.11	What	negatives	are	
unique	to	NOT	CHANGE?

THREAT		
- ON	GOAL

Q2.16	What	is	their	THREAT	
(of	their	downsides)?

GOAL
+	ON	GOAL

Q2.15	What	is	their	GOAL	
(of	their	upsides)?

Q1.1	What	is	the	Problem	you	
are	facing?

MY/OUR	PROBLEM
WHY	CHANGE	1

CONFLICT RESOLUTION

M1:	CHANGE	++
M2	NOT	CHANGE	++

M3:	WHEN	+WHEN	NOT

M4:	ANOTHER	CHANGE

NEW	WIN:WIN	SOLUTION		

FUTURE	DOWNSIDE
- OF	CHANGE

FUTURE	UPSIDE
+	OF	CHANGE

CURRENT	UPSIDE
+	OF	NOT	CHANGE

CURRENT	DOWNSIDE
- OF	NOT	CHANGE

THREAT		
- ON	GOAL

GOAL
+	ON	GOAL

✔ ✔

✔

What	is	a	Win:win?

More	upside,	

Less	Downside	for	all

✔ ✔

✔
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The first conflict can be called an Execution or Symptomatic Conflict or simply “My Conflict” 
where “My” represents the person who feels responsible for or actually is responsible for dealing 
with the problem. Resolving it will provide us with a better rule for execution—for dealing with 
such a problem when it re-occurs. The second conflict can be called a Planning or Systemic 
Conflict or simply “Their Conflict” where “Their” represents the person being blamed. Resolving 
it will provide us with a better planning rule for planning—for preventing such a problem from 
reoccurring. Steps 3, 4, and 5 should be applied to resolve both planning and execution conflicts. 

To show how the CMCP can be applied to analyze and develop viable solutions to a wicked 
problem, the next section will walk the reader through each of the five steps in the context of a 
struggle many readers can relate to: the difficulty a manager like Jason faces when having to 
decide whether to a) intervene by taking a corrective action or not, and if so, what action to take 
and b) deciding who to blame for this problem, trying to understand why they did what they did, 
and finding a way to help them resolve their conflict without the compromise that caused the 
problem they now have to deal with.  

Please note that for this example, we will apply Step 3, 4, and 5, only to the Systemic or Planning 
conflict (2.1) of those that are blamed for causing the problem in this story. In practice, we would 
apply these steps also to the Symptomatic or Execution Conflict (2.2) that the person having to 
deal with the problem is facing. 

Readers can easily replace the problem of this story—the undesirable effect of a project delay—
with any undesirable and consequential performance or expectation gap that you feel 
responsible for dealing with and that you believe was caused by the action or inaction of a person 
(someone else or yourself).  

The CMCP is applicable to a broad range of such problems: 

 Imagine you are the manager within a government agency. At the end of the year, you 
face the difficult decision of “spend-it-or-lose-it”—whether to spend the remaining 
budget in each budget category or lose it, not just for this fiscal year but most likely for 
future years. Whose action would you blame? Is this the fault of the policy makers who 
do not allow savings to be used on other budget categories where you have a shortage? 

 You are an offender who has been re-arrested for breaking your parole or probation 
conditions. What decision do you now face in dealing with this terrible situation, and 
whom do you blame for putting you in this situation that might result in long jail time? 

 Or, you face the undesirable effect that your income is not sufficient to cover all your 
expenses and/or to allow you to save enough for those “rainy days” or for your 
retirement. What decision do you now face to deal with this problem—and whom do you 
blame for it? 

 

Each step of the CMCP is defined in general terms below, then applied to the example of Jason’s 
dilemma. By the end of the section, you should understand both how to apply the CMCP to help 
understand why we sometimes overreact and make changes or compromises that could be 
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harmful to us and/or resist making changes that could be good for us, and how it helps to expose 
the often hidden assumptions that cause such “bad” decisions. 

 

The Five Steps of the CMCP in Context: A Case Study 
 
Our stressed-out project manager, Jason, is not alone in the dilemma he faces. An astounding 75 
percent of IT executives and project managers interviewed7 across industries believe their IT 
projects are “doomed from the start.” And, in the same study, 80 percent claimed they spend at 
least half their time on rework trying to “save” projects that suffered from either time and/or 
budget over-runs and/or not delivering the full, completed project. 
 
Below, we’ll apply the Five Steps of the CMCP to see if it can help us gain deeper insights into the 
conflict executives and project managers like Jason face, and their assumptions when having to 
decide how best to deal with the wicked problem of a “stressed” project. We will also use the 
optional Step 2.2 to understand the conflict faced by one of the stakeholders whom project 
managers typically blame for causing avoidable delays—project team members who multitask—
whose actions are one of the primary causes for not achieving the delivery due date, budget, 
and/or scope commitment.  
 
Step 1: Gap analysis to validate the importance of the 
problem: Answering WHY CHANGE?  
What is the problem or undesirable effect being faced (Question 
1.1)? Why is it bad for the one having to deal with this problem 
(Question 1.2)? And why is it bad for other stakeholders 
(Question 1.3)?  
 
Figure 6 shows the answers that Jason would likely give for the 
three questions in Step 1 to help other stakeholders understand 
better his “wicked problem” and why it is bad for everyone. 
 
 
 
Why is Step 1 needed?  

 If the person/group facing the problem can provide clear answers to all three questions, 
we know that they are not ignorant of the problem or its consequences. If the 
consequences are significant, we know it is a problem that is important enough to invest 
time in to resolve. This information answers the question “Why Change?” 

 This step is aimed at eliminating two common decision mistakes: paying too much 
attention to an inconsequential problem or not paying enough attention to a 
consequential problem.  

                                                      
7 http://www.geneca.com/75-business-executives-anticipate-software-projects-fail/ 

Q1.3	Why	is	the	Problem	bad	for	others?

SYSTEM	IMPACT
WHY	CHANGE	3

Q1.2	Why	is	this	Problem	bad	for	you?

LOCAL	IMPACT
WHY	CHANGE	2

Q1.1	What	is	the	Problem	you	are	facing?

PROBLEM
WHY	CHANGE	1

Project	Task	delays	have	resulted	in	

the	original	delivery	date	of	the	project	

being	at	significant	risk

Jason,	as	Project	Manager,	is	under	

pressure	to	take	corrective	action	and	

which	he	believes	can	negatively	
impact	other	commitments

Any	project	that	is	delayed,	has	major	

costs.	There	is	the	additional	

Operating	expenses	as	well	as	other	
late	delivery	penalties.

Figure	6	– Jason’s	Step	1	Answers
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 An important note is that it is not enough to validate that a problem is, in some way 
causing consequential expectation or performance gaps for one or more stakeholders. We 
have to check that it is one of the major causes of these gaps. A simple logical check such 
as - “By solving this problem, will the expectation or performance gaps listed as 
consequences be significantly reduced?”-  is often sufficient to validate whether someone 
should or should not invest time on a problem. If the answer is “no”, then the focus should 
be to find and further analyze the primary cause for the stakeholder expectation or 
performance gaps. 

 
Step 2: Conflict analysis to define the “cause” of and “solution” to the problem as two 
unresolved Change Conflicts using the Change Matrix Cloud format: Answering WHAT TO 
CHANGE? 
 
There are two parts to Step 2. In Step 2.1 we are asking the person/team to define the conflict 
they face in dealing with the problem. In Step 2.2, we are asking them to define the conflict of 
the one(s) they are blaming (mostly) for causing the problem they now have to deal with. For 
each of these conflicts, they will list their assumptions about the future upside and downside of 
the CHANGE needed, as well as the current upside and downside of the Status Quo (NOT 
CHANGE). Then, as a way to check the importance of the upsides, they define the goal for both 
sides that will be achieved if they can get the future upside and keep the current upside. To check 
the importance of the downsides, they define the threat for both sides that will be achieved if 
they can get the future upside and keep the current upside. Figure 7 below shows the completed 
Steps 2.1 and 2.2 for Jason’s problem. 
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Important Notes for completing the Change Matrix Clouds 

 We often confuse inertia or lack of courage to act with the fact that someone is stuck 
because they have no practical way to resolve their ambivalence. When they do not have 
a common utility to weigh up pros vs. cons, how will they make a decision. The CMC gives 
them a practical way to map all the important pros and cons and then challenge their 
underlying assumptions. 

  When listing the alligators and pots of gold, do not default to an alligator that is just a 
restatement of your pot of gold, in the negative, or vice versa. Rather, add to it, as we’ve 
done in the example above, by focusing on the emotional aspects: i.e. the things you 
and/or your team personally are frustrated with in the status quo that you are afraid will 
continue as long as the status quo is maintained.  

 The same is true when listing mermaid and crutches. Do not default to a mermaid that is 
just a restatement of your crutches, in the negative, or vice versa. Rather, add to it by 
focusing on the emotional aspects. How will it make them look and feel? 

 Also, make sure that the pots of gold listed are unique positives of the change and that 
the mermaid is a unique positive of maintaining the status quo. The same for the crutches 
and alligators.  

Q1.3	Why	is	the	Problem	bad	for	others?

SYSTEM	IMPACT
WHY	CHANGE	3

Q1.2	Why	is	this	Problem	bad	for	you?

LOCAL	IMPACT
WHY	CHANGE	2

Q1.1	What	is	the	Problem	you	are	facing?

PROBLEM
WHY	CHANGE	1

Project	Task	delays	have	resulted	

in	the	original	delivery	date	of	the	

project	being	at	significant	risk

Jason	is	under	pressure	to	take	
corrective	action	and	which	he	
believes	can	negatively	impact	

other	commitments

Any	project	that	is	delayed,	has	

major	costs.	There	is	the	additional	

Operating	expenses	as	well	as	
other	late	delivery	penalties.

Figure	7	– Jason’s	Step	2.1	and	Step	2.2	Answers

“MY” CONFLICT

Q2.1	What	Action/Decision	will	solve	the	
problem?

TACTIC	1
CHANGE

Q2.2	What’s	Competing	Action	/Decision	
will	not?

TACTIC	2
NOT	CHANGE

FUTURE	DOWNSIDE

Q2.5	What	negatives	are	unique	to	
CHANGE?

- OF	CHANGE

FUTURE	UPSIDE
+	OF	CHANGE

Q2.4	What	positives	are	unique	to	
CHANGE?

CURRENT	UPSIDE
+	OF	NOT	CHANGE

Q2.6	What	positives	are	unique	to	NOT	
CHANGE?

CURRENT	DOWNSIDE
- OF	NOT	CHANGE

Q2.3	What	negatives	are	unique	to	NOT	
CHANGE?

THREAT		
- ON	GOAL

Q2.7	What	is	my		THREAT?

GOAL
+	ON	GOAL

Q2.8	What	is	my/our	GOAL?

“THEIR” CONFLICT

Q2.10	What	Action/Decision	could	
prevent	the	problem?

TACTIC	1
CHANGE

Q2.9	What’s	Action	/Decision	
caused	the	problem?

TACTIC	2
NOT	CHANGE

FUTURE	DOWNSIDE

Q2.13	What	negatives	are	unique	to	
CHANGE?

- OF	CHANGE

FUTURE	UPSIDE
+	OF	CHANGE

Q2.12	What	positives	are	unique	to	
CHANGE?

CURRENT	UPSIDE
+	OF	NOT	CHANGE

Q2.14	What	positives	are	unique	to	NOT	
CHANGE?

CURRENT	DOWNSIDE
- OF	NOT	CHANGE

Q2.11	What	negatives	are	unique	to	NOT	
CHANGE?

THREAT		
- ON	GOAL

Q2.16	What	is	their		THREAT?

GOAL
+	ON	GOAL

Q2.15	What	is	their	GOAL?

STEP 1 – WHY CHANGE

Gap	analysis	of	MY/OUR	Problem	and	

its	Local	&	System	Impact

STEP 2.1 – WHAT TO CHANGE (A)   

Defining the Unresolved Conflict of A - the 

one having to deal with the problem

STEP 2.2 – WHAT TO CHANGE (B)   

Defining the Unresolved Conflict of B - the 

one being blamed for the problem

Take	Corrective	Action	to	
recover	lost	time

Don’t	take	Corrective	
Action	to	recover	lost	time

increase	probability	of	meeting	
endangered	time	commitment

I/We	won’t	blamed	for	taking	
actions	that	compromised	

budget	or	scope	commitments

Be	blamed	for	not	taking	
corrective	action	when	they	still	

had	time	to	recover

Effort:	Finding	corrective	actions	

will	possibly	delay	other	tasks	

Risk:	Not	meeting	budget	or	scope	
commitments

Project	Manager	is	blamed	for	
Project	Failure

Project	Manager	is	
recognized	for	helping	

make	the	project	successful

All	Project	Team	members	
stop	Multitasking

Project	Team	members	
continue	to	Multitask	

Focusing	on	just	one	thing	will	
help	to	reduce	stress	and	

reduce	task	delays

Multitasking	allows	Project	
Team	members	to	look	and	

feel	busy

Task	Delays	risk	due	dates	
that	force	us	to	work	

overtime	/	over	weekends

Effort:	Hard	to	break	MT	habit	
Risk:	Customers/Boss	will	not	
accept	“Not	now”	or	“No:

Our	project	performance	
don’t	improve	and	project	
teams	are	blamed	for	it.

Our	project	performance	
improve	and	project	

teams	have	less	stress.
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Step 3: Conflict resolution to identify and challenge limiting assumptions or beliefs, using the 
four methods for resolving any conflict (see Appendix 2 for more details on the four methods): 
Answering WHAT TO CHANGE TO? What is the assumption(s) that blocks each of the four 
possible solutions that could resolve the conflict and which of these, if challenged, provide the 
best way to achieve more positives and fewer negatives? 
 
This is answered by resolving both the conflicts from Step 2 through applying each of the four 
methods below, and at the end, selecting the one (or a combination) which gives the most upside 
(pot of gold, mermaid) with the least downside (alligator, crutches). Each of the methods is 
framed as a key question or questions that are designed to force the decision maker to think 
more creatively about a solution, breaking the preconceived assumptions that have hitherto 
locked them into the conflict. Please note that for simplicity of illustrating the four methods, they 
are here only applied to the Planning or Systemic Conflict (2.2) of those Jason blames for causing 
his problem. 
 
Important Hint: 
Why explore four different methods in detail? Why not stop with the first method that seems 
workable? Because breakthroughs—if they don't come from a systematic and unbiased 
method—are not repeatable, as they are too dependent on the skills and/or experience of the 
user. The best way to circumvent this, and to be unbiased, is to explore all four options instead 
of just one. 
 

 Method 1: Change Plus Plus (Change ++) 
If I decide to change, then what can I add to ensure that changing does not jeopardize my 
valid current mermaids (first “plus”) and to ensure that it does not result in any real future 
crutches (second “plus”)? 
 

Table 1: CHANGE ++ ANALYSIS 

ASSUMPTION INJECTION HOW TO 
1st 'Why?': CHANGE will 
result in losing MERMAID 
when/if… 
Single tasking will result in us 
not looking and/or feeling 
busy 

1st +: CHANGE will not 
jeopardize MERMAID 
when/if… 
Single tasking will result in 
us looking and feeling even 
more busy 

How to achieve this? 
We introduce new 
measurement of "delay days" to 
show people that single tasking 
is more productive (less delays) 
AND feels more productive. 

2nd 'Why?': CHANGE will 
result in CRUTCHES because 
or when/if… 
It will be hard to break 
multitasking habit 
AND 
Customer/boss will not 
accept it if we say "not now" 

2nd +: CHANGE will NOT 
result in CRUTCHES when / if 
… 
It will be not be hard to 
break multitasking habit 
AND 
Customer/boss will accept 
it if we say "not now" 

How to achieve this? 
1. We appoint task managers to 
ensure people have only their 
highest priority task to work on. 
2. We have a simple mechanism 
to predict when we can start 
and complete new tasks. 
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 Method 2: Not Change Plus Plus (Not Change ++) 
If I decide to not change, then what can I add to the “Not Change” or “Competing Change” to 
ensure it does not jeopardize my future desired pots of gold (first “plus”) and to ensure it 
eliminates all the important current alligators (second “plus”)? 

 
Table 2: NOT CHANGE ++ ANALYSIS 

ASSUMPTION INJECTION HOW TO 
1st 'Why?': NO CHANGE 
means we have to give up 
our POT OF GOLD because or 
when/if… 
There is no way to improve 
productivity and reduce 
stress if we continue to 
multitask 

1st +: NOT CHANGE will not 
jeopardize POT OF GOLD 
when/if…. 
 
There is a way to improve 
productivity and reduce 
stress by multitasking 

How to achieve this? 
People are allowed to task 
switch when:  
a) they can't make further 
progress on their current task or 
b) they get bored or get 
distracted.  
But as soon as they can make 
progress again, they must switch 
back to work on highest priority 
task.  

2nd 'Why?': NOT CHANGE 
will result in ALLIGATOR 
because or when/if… 
By continuing to multitask 
the delays and/or late 
nights/weekend work will 
continue 

2nd +: NOT CHANGE will 
NOT result in ALLIGATOR 
when / if … 
By continuing to multitask 
the delays and/or late 
nights/weekend work will 
go away. 
 

How to achieve this? 
Allow people the freedom to 
switch tasks only when they can't 
make further progress and/or 
get distracted. 

 

 Method 3: When To Change + When Not To Change  
Under what conditions should we definitely decide to change and under what conditions 
should we not? This gives us a new rule, such as, “As long as [current condition], do not 
change, but as soon as [new condition], then change.” 
 

Table 3: WHEN TO CHANGE + WHEN NOT ANALYSIS 

ASSUMPTION INJECTION HOW TO 
CHANGE is in conflict with 
NOT CHANGE when / if … 
 
There is conflict if people 
have more than one task 
to work on, or if they 
misunderstand what 
multitasking is. 

CHANGE is not in conflict 
with NOT CHANGE when / if 
… 
Clearly define multitasking 
as: "Switching from a high to 
a low priority task, when the 
high priority task could have 
been completed" 

When [condition] then CHANGE, 
else when [condition] NOT 
CHANGE? 
Share new definition of what 
multitasking is and implement 
this as a new rule: "When you can 
no longer make progress on high 
priority task, then switch to next 
highest priority task, or else 
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continue to work on highest 
priority task". 

 
 
 
 

 Method 4: Another Change 
Is there another change that does not relate to the current change being considered that could 
offer more of the desired positives with less of the negatives? 
 

Table 4: ANOTHER CHANGE  ANALYSIS 

ASSUMPTION INJECTION HOW TO 
There is no other way to 
achieve more positives 
AND with fewer negatives 
because… 
We cannot get anybody 
else to do most of the 
work that can be done by 
others 
 
 

There is another way to 
achieve more positives and 
less negatives is … 
 
 
We can get somebody else to 
do most of the work that can 
be done by others 

How else to achieve more 
positives and less negatives? 
 
We automate or delegate some 
of the work which can be done 
better and faster by a computer 
or someone else. 

 
After reviewing the above four alternatives, Jason might decide to implement just Method 1 or 
maybe even combine the insights from all four. 
 
Step 4: “Yes, but…” analysis to identify reservations that can compromise implementation. 
Once you’ve selected one of the four methods as providing the best solution to your chronic 
problem . . . how can you improve upon the method?  
 
Write down your and other stakeholders’ possible reservations for resisting this solution and then 
outline how to prevent or overcome these reservations, based on three classifications:  
 

 Insufficiency: “Yes, I like the solution, but I think it’s insufficient when it comes to 
[insufficiency reservation], so we’d need to add this [additional change] in order to ensure it 
works.” 

 Potential negatives: “Yes, I like this solution, but if we implement it, it could negatively impact 
this stakeholder in this way [potential negative side effect or unintended consequence]. So 
we should also do this [additional change] to prevent this side effect from happening so we 
achieve our goal.” 

 Obstacles: “Yes, I like this solution, but there are some obstacles blocking me/us from 
implementing it [obstacle reservation], and this [additional change] is what is needed to 
overcome these obstacles.” 
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Note: In a business environment, we use this step to give all stakeholders the opportunity to 
list their reservations by inviting them to help find all the reasons why a proposed change will 
not work and/or be successfully implemented. This is an effective way to achieve stakeholder 
contribution and a sense of ownership of the change—which is especially important when 
we expect resistance to the proposed change. 

 
Table 5: STAKEHOLDER “YES BUTS” ANALYSIS TO IMPROVE SOLUTION 

 
1st Yes, but… - Insufficiency Reservation 

Stakeholder Change Insufficiency How to achieve sufficiency? 

Project Manager As long as top management 
adds more projects, we will 
be under pressure to 
multitask 

Ask management to control 
the release of projects and 
freeze projects if WIP is too 
high. 

 
2nd Yes, but… - Negative Branch Reservation 

Stakeholder Predicted Negative of 
Successful Change 

How to prevent Negative? 

IT manager Customers may think that we 
don't value them or that we 
don't have enough capacity if 
we do not start their tasks 
immediately. 

Reach out to customers and 
assure them we have enough 
capacity and commit to an 
earlier completion date. 

 
3rd Yes, but … - Implementation Obstacle Reservation 

Stakeholder Implementation Obstacles How to overcome 
Obstacles? 

HR Department Extra training to implement 
single tasking changes means 
time away from projects, 
overtime, and higher costs 

Use templates for training 
staff on new techniques 
and/or ask employees to be 
trained over weekends or 
after hours to keep costs 
down. 

 
Step 5: Create a Best Practice definition that summarizes the full analysis in a way we and others 
can validate and/or continue to contribute to improving the assumptions for current and future 
use. 
How do we know the method developed in Steps 1 through 4 will work?  
We have two practical methods for testing whether a new idea will work. 

1. The first is to define and communicate its logic in a way that is easy for others to 
understand, allowing them to challenge the key assumptions on which our logic is 
based. 
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2. The second is to design experiments where the solution’s effectiveness and 
sustainability can be tested in real-life scenarios. 

 
To allow others to check our analysis and solution, we should answer the following questions: 

 Why is this change needed (the assumptions of the necessity of the change)? 

 What is the specific objective (the strategy of the change)? 

 Why is the change possible but difficult or risky (the assumptions we challenged in resolving 
the change conflict)? 

 How can we best achieve/implement this change (the tactic of the change)? 
 
By defining the change in a way that answers each of the above questions explicitly, we can treat 
the implementation of the change as an experiment that validates or invalidates key assumptions 
by measuring whether the problem has been solved or its undesirable effects measurably 
reduced. 
 

Table 6 – FULL CMCP ANALYSIS IN STRATEGY & TACTIC FORMAT 
 

 Jason’s New Better Practice for Stopping Multitasking 

Necessary 
Assumption 

WHEN? 

Conflicts with my co-workers (because they resist my proposed changes, like for 
everyone to stop multitasking) result in my taking this frustrations home with me 
and a loss of productivity at work, which can result in disharmony between me and 
co-workers, which in turn could negatively impact the performance of the whole 
company. 

Strategy 
WHAT? 

• We want to be able… to reduce stress and improve productivity AND still look and 
feel busy  
• While reducing effort …to break a bad habit like multitasking; and  
• Without the Risk … of Customers/Boss not accepting us saying "Not now" AND 
without risk causing delays resulting in missing promised due dates and/or having 
to work late nights and over weekends  

Parallel 
Assumptions 

WHY? 

Conflict Assumptions Challenged… 
1st 'Why?': Multitasking is the only way to always look and feel busy. 
• 1st +: Actually, the enhanced productivity of Single tasking will make us looking and 
feel very productive (not just busy) 
2nd 'Why?': Multitasking is a very hard habit to break (It will require a lot of effort) 
AND  
                    Customers/boss will not accept it if we say "Not now" (it carries a Risk) 
• 2nd +: By appointing Task managers (to release one task at a time), can help team 
members break their multitasking habit and by customers/boss will accept it if we 
say "not now as long as we can show that starting later will allow us to finish earlier 
Yes, buts… raised: 
• As long as top management adds more projects, we will be under pressure to 
multitask (project manager) 
• Customers may think that we don't value them or that we don't have enough 
capacity if we do not start their tasks immediately (IT manager) 

Tactic 
HOW? 

Method 1: CHANGE ++ 
All workers stop multitasking 
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+ introduce measurement of "delay days" to show those that single task are more 
productive 
+ Appoint Task managers to ensure people work only on highest priority task AND 
We have a simple   mechanism to predict when we can start and complete new 
tasks (so customer/boss can see that starting later will allow us to finish earlier) 
To overcome Yes, buts… 
• Ask management to control the release of projects and freeze projects if WIP is 
too high. (Project Manager) 
• Reach out to customers and assure them we have enough capacity and commit to 
an earlier completion date. (IT manager) 

Sufficiency 
Assumptions 
WHY NOT? 

OBS1) HR Department: Extra training to implement Single Tasking changes means 
time away from projects, overtime and higher costs 
IO1) HR Department: Use templates for training staff on new techniques and/or ask 
employees to be trained over weekends or after hours to keep costs down. 

 

The CMCP Process in Summary 
 
The first two steps of the CMCP validate that neither ignorance of the problem and its solution 
nor the positive consequences of dealing with the problem are the cause of the indecision. The 
third step allows us to explore four alternatives for resolving the conflict or ambivalence. The 
fourth step allows us to verbalize all the “Yes, buts” that need to be addressed to move from a 
“half-baked” to a “fully baked, win-win solution.” And lastly, the fifth step allows us to capture 
and communicate our full analysis of our “When, What for, Why, How, and Why not?” insights 
as a Best Practice. 
 
Appendix 2 includes a listing of some of the cases where the CMCP was tested by organizations 
on resolving real-life problems. Appendix 3 provides a checklist to support the use of the four 
methods developed for resolving any conflict. Appendix 4 of this paper describes the link 
between CMCP and the Theory of Constraints by showing how bottlenecks (resources with less 
capacity than the demands placed on them), like machine capacity or our managerial attention, 
stem from “bad” decisions that cause these resources to become bottlenecks. We can use the 
CMCP to identify the “bad” assumptions that caused us to either over-commit the capacity of 
such resources and/or to waste their capacity on doing things they should not be doing. 
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Conclusion 
Good people make and repeat bad decisions. It happens to all of us. Some decision mistakes are 
unavoidable. When making decisions, we will always face the limitations of incomplete and/or 
inaccurate data and the inability to predict consequences. We also have limited time and 
attention. But many decision mistakes are avoidable. These mistakes happen due to ignorance 
(we did not know—but others did), inertia (we knew but did not act), or ineptitude (we knew, 
acted, but compromised). These avoidable decision mistakes are caused by bad assumptions, but 
if we can expose and challenge these assumptions, we can help reduce avoidable decision 
mistakes. The aim of this paper is to show that it is possible to develop a method that can provide 
a possible shortcut or fast track to identifying those limiting assumptions that can cause any of 
us to continue doing what we should not do (errors of commission), and/or not doing what we 
should do (errors of omission), and/or repeating decision mistakes (errors of detection and 
correction). 
 
This new method, called the Change Matrix Cloud Process (CMCP), has proven to be an effective 
tool in helping people overcome five of the most common decision mistakes by exposing the 
assumptions that cause us to make and repeat these mistakes. The CMCP provides a step-by-
step process and simple checklist for exposing those assumptions that are not helpful but rather 
harmful – assumptions like exaggerated fears of loss (mermaid) or risk (crutches) that can cause 
people to resist good changes, and/or exaggerated frustrations (alligators) or expectations (pot 
of gold) that can cause people to overreact and make or push for changes that could be bad 
for the organization or them. If the fears and frustrations are justified, the CMCP can also help 
expose and challenge deeper assumptions and lead to creating solutions that have more upside 
and less downside than the current status quo. The most harmful assumptions found with the 
CMCP include “I am not enough to … [achieve a desired goal]” or “I/we do not have enough…[of 
some scarce resource]”. Providing someone with a step-by-step process to expose and challenge 
these harmful assumptions are key to empowering them to find simple yet practical ways to 
overcome self-imposed limitations that block them from improving their lives and/or their 
organizations. 
 
 
The Change Matrix Cloud Process follows five steps, each designed to overcome the limitations 
of previous methods: 
 
First, start by identifying or selecting a problem that is putting pressure on you or your 
organization to make a change. Then validate its importance (so we don't waste our scarcest 
resources like attention, time, or money solving unimportant problems) by checking that it really 
has a negative impact, not only on you or your area, but also on the rest of the system; 
 
Second, identify the change (solution) required to address the problem vs. the status quo and 
the action (and person) you blame for causing the problem vs. what they should have done to 
prevent the problem (the solution). Now verbalize the two conflicts related to implementing 
these changes (the conflict of the person dealing with the problem and the conflict of the person 
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being blamed for the problem), and for each conflict, examine the positives and negatives of 
changing, and the positives and negatives of not changing. The focus should be to capture those 
positives and negatives that are unique to the change (solution) vs. those that are unique to not 
changing (the status quo). Once all the positives and negatives have been listed, review and 
remove any that are not important; 
 
Third, develop and examine four alternative solutions to resolve both conflicts, using the author’s 
four methods for resolving any conflict, which can expose hidden but limiting assumptions that 
block the resolution of conflicts and guide the user through the process of finding practical ways 
to overcome these to give us more positives and less negatives than the status quo. Especially 
look for the sometimes exaggerated fears of loss or risk that can block us from making a good 
change or the exaggerated frustrations or expectations that can cause us to overreact and 
implement a change that will be bad for us. Then choose the best solution yielded by the four 
methods: i.e. the solution with the most positives or upside and least negatives or downside for 
all stakeholders; 
 
Fourth, treat the chosen solution for each conflict as a “half-baked solution,” asking stakeholders 
for their “Yes, buts…” and allowing them to share what could block them/others from trying it 
and/or implementing it successfully, and what can be done to overcome these concerns to make 
the solution more “fully baked” and to help them realize that they were part of inventing the fully 
baked solution (a strong motivation needed to implement it successfully); and 
 
Fifth, capture the full analysis and resolution for each conflict into a “Better Practice” format that 
will help to communicate and measure its impact and get fast feedback on the validity of its core 
assumptions by explicitly answering why a change is needed, what the specific objective of the 
change is, the past assumptions challenged on why the change objective is difficult or risky but 
possible, and consequently, what the best way to achieve the change is. 
 
Why could the CMCP be a game-changer? Why does it have a high probability of working where 
other methods have not? Numerous pilot studies over the past five years have shown that: 
 

1. The CMCP provides a simple framework and language for identifying which one of the 
possible causes of wicked problems is likely the main cause. Is it really ignorance about 
the problem, its consequence, and/or its solution? Or is it inertia or ineptitude due to 
either exaggerated fears or frustrations/expectations or other hidden assumptions and 
beliefs that are harmful rather than helpful? 

2. My four methods in Step 3 provide a practical and systematic way of exploring at least 
four different methods for resolving any conflict by exposing “bad” or limiting 
assumptions that block a win-win resolution to the conflict. 

3. Even the best solutions will face resistance to change. Using the “Yes, but…” process, we 
give stakeholders the opportunity to share these reasons for resistance in a safe 
environment, and we use these to improve the solution in ways which give stakeholders 
a sense of ownership and making them feel like they were part of inventing the solution. 
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4. Converting the full analysis into a simple Best Practice framework will improve 
communication of any proposed change and offer the opportunity to build a library of 
best practices containing the full logic of where they came from. This can ensure that 
ignorance is used less as an excuse for chronic problems. 

 
In summary, the CMCP was developed by initially standing on the shoulders of a giant—
combining Goldratt’s Change Matrix and Evaporating Cloud. The resultant CMCP was then 
subjected to rigorous field testing and further research to incorporate lessons learned from the 
field experience and from other decision science research to create a more complete yet simple 
step-by-step process for helping users increase the probability of making better, faster 
decisions—or at least, enabling them to learn faster from their avoidable decision mistakes. The 
CMCP method is a departure from conventional decision conflict resolution methods as it helps 
users to resolve conflicts, not by finding compromises - which require that both sides have to give 
up something - but rather by helping stakeholders identify and challenge assumptions that are 
blocking the conflict(s) from being resolved with practical win-wins. 
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Appendices 
 

Appendix 1: Standing on the Shoulders of Giants: Some key thought 
leaders in behavioral decision making  
 
When advancing existing solutions or inventing new solutions, we should identify the giant(s) in 
the field we are passionate about, pay respect by understanding why their contribution to the 
classification, correlation, and/or cause-effect explanation was helpful in some areas but not in 
others and/or why these insights have not been adopted more widely in other areas where they 
could bring benefit. Then we should identify the conceptual differences in the environments 
where it helped and where it did not help to identify and challenge limiting assumptions. Isaac 
Newton, called this “standing on the shoulders of giants.” 
 
There are a number of giants in the field of problem solving and decision making and specifically 
understanding the psychology of resistance to change and cognitive or psychological biases such 
as our status quo bias and/or loss or risk aversion biases that can cause decision errors—not 
changing when we should or changing when we should not.  
 
Important contributors that influenced the development and application of the CMCP include: 
 

 Dr. Herbert Simon was an American social scientist known for his contributions in a number 
of fields like psychology, mathematics, statistics, and operations research, all of which he 
synthesized in a key theory8 that earned him the 1978 Nobel Prize in Economics. Simon was 
the first to define an organization as a complex network of decisional processes all pointed 
towards their influence on the behavior of the operatives or stakeholders. Perhaps his 
greatest contribution was to note that the core of management is decision making: 
Management and decision making are synonymous. Simon further said that decision making 
can be broken into a series of three sequential steps. First, there is the Intelligent Activity step 
(Step 1) of searching the environment for conditions calling for decisions. This step’s outcome 
is knowing when to make decisions and when not. Second, there is the Design Activity step 
(Step 2) of inventing, developing, and analyzing possible courses of action to take. Last, there 
is the Choice Activity step (Step 3) of actually selecting a particular course of action from those 
available. His other contribution was that of bounded rationality. He was the first to criticize 
economic theories based on assumptions of complete rationality. He showed that our 
rationality was bounded by cognitive limits. We will never be able to access or process all the 
information needed to make the best choice among many alternatives—the choice that 
maximizes the benefits and minimizes the cost. Accordingly, we use simple heuristics to look 

                                                      
8 Simon H.A., 1972, Theories of Bounded Rationality, in Decision and Organization, C.B. McGuire and R. Radner 

(Eds.), North Holland, Amsterdam, 161-176.  
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for courses of action that are satisfactory or “good enough”, which Simon termed ‘satisficing’.  
This is true for the decisions in our personal lives related to selecting partners, deciding on 
careers, what we eat and what not, as well as decisions we face at work. The aim of the CMCP 
is to help expose these heuristics as assumptions that can result in exaggerated fears of loss 
and risk or frustrations and expectations that can cause irrational behaviors. 
 

 Dr. Daniel Kahneman is an Israeli-American psychologist who made important contributions 
in the psychology of judgment and decision making under uncertainty as well as behavioral 
economics, for which he was awarded the 2002 Nobel Prize in Economics. Kahneman and his 
collaborator for over thirty years, Amos Tversky, started by investigating inconsistencies 
within human behavior and decision making. Their empirical findings, like those of Simon, 
challenged the assumption of human rationality prevailing in modern economic theory. They 
established a cognitive basis for common human errors that arise from heuristics and biases 
and developed what they called “Prospect Theory” which is the theory that people value 
benefits and losses differently, and as such will base their decisions mainly on what positives 
they fear they will lose or what negatives they will gain (rather than the positives they will 
gain and the negatives they will lose). Prospect Theory shows that people tend to make 
decisions with particular biases, and understanding those biases provides fascinating insights 
into what influences our decisions and why we frequently make systematic decision errors9. 
Many of our bad decisions are the result of fast heuristics driven by biases (what to consider 
and what to ignore) that would benefit from slowing down our thinking. The aim of the CMCP 
is to slow down our thinking, so we don’t use system one when we should have used system 
two.  

 

 Dr. William Miller created the Motivational Interviewing (MI) method10. He realized that the 
main cause of bad behavior (such as substance abuse) is not ignorance, but rather 
ambivalence—having mixed feelings about whether to change the bad behavior. The aim of 
the CMCP is to expose this ambivalence to the user and guide them through the process of 
resolving their own ambivalence about when to change or not or overcoming their inertia in 
selecting the best way to achieve more upside with less downside than their current status 
quo. 

 

 Dr. Barry Johnson posed the question11, “Is this a problem we can solve, or is it an ongoing 
polarity we must manage well?” Dr. Johnson demonstrated that in cases of a polarity, 
applying traditional problem-solving skills will worsen the problem rather than help resolve 
it. The Polarity Management™ model and set of principles he developed can, through the 
guidance of trained coaches, help an individual distinguish between solvable problems and 
polarities, and help leaders effectively manage those polarities most important to their 
organization’s success. Again, the CMCP can expose these polarities and the conditions that 
can cause a person to oscillate between changing and not changing. The difference is that the 

                                                      
9 Kahneman, Daniel, Thinking, Fast and Slow. New York, NY: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2011.  
10 Miller, William and Rollnick, Stephen, Motivational Interviewing: Helping People Change, The Guilford Press (2013) 
11 Johnson, Barry, Polarity Management: Identifying and Managing Unsolvable Problems, HRD Press (1992). 
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CMCP can guide users on how to resolve the polarity in the cases where they have to decide 
what to do, rather than just managing it. 

 

 Dr. Robert Kegan and Dr. Lisa Lahey uncovered a hidden phenomenon12 that prevents us from 
making the changes we know we should, a dynamic they call “the immunity to change.” They 
have developed a simple process that may be used by experienced coaches to guide an 
individual through the process of identifying and challenging key assumptions holding them 
back from making the changes they intend. The process asks the right questions but, unlike 
the CMCP, provides little guidance to users on how to answer the questions.  

 

 Prof. Nassim Taleb contributed a new way of assessing the performance of systems13, based 
on the way systems respond to stressors in their environment like complexity, variability, 
conflicts, and uncertainty. He provided a new classification for these called Fragile (harmed 
by volatility), Robust/Resilient (not harmed by volatility), and Antifragile (benefits from 
volatility). For example, if a person has equal good days and bad days, they should cancel out 
to leave them in the same place. This is robust. But what if we had more good days than bad 
days? If our response to a good day brings limited gain but the response to a bad day can 
result in almost unlimited pain, this system is by definition fragile. The CMCP aims to provide 
us with a practical tool to expose our rational and emotion-driven assumptions about the 
upside and downside of change versus not change versus an alternative change and offers 
users practical steps for creating scenarios in which they can achieve more upside with less 
downside—a requirement from moving from fragile to Antifragile. 

  

  

                                                      
12 Kegan and Lahey, Immunity to Change: How to overcome it and unlock the potential yourself and your organization, Harvard 

Business Press (2009) 
13 Taleb, Nassim Nicholas, Antifragile: Things that gain from disorder, Random House Publishing (2012) 
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Appendix 2 - Testing the CMCP in Real Life  
 

Odyssey Program 
The CMCP has been used in the annual Odyssey Program (www.tocodyssey.org) to help 
individuals from all walks of life identify the limiting or harmful assumption(s) blocking them from 
making and sustaining the changes they want to make to address stressful expectation gaps 
within the various aspects of their lives. 
 
Multi-National Not getting ROI from Technology Investments (India) 
Many of the new technologies adopted by this Multi-National in India did not return the expected 
ROI. Eight Teams, representing the 8 technologies with the lowest ROI used the CMCP to better 
understand the reason why: either 1) the adoption rate of the new technology was much lower 
than expected, or 2) the technology was adopted, but its full value was not realized. The CMCP 
was used to understand the main reasons why users either resisted to the change to the new 
technology and/or why the deployment of the technology was compromised.  
 
The key lesson was that the technology teams that were responsible for driving the adoption of 
the new technology was mainly focused on the alligator it would remove and pot of gold it would 
help achieve. When resistance was encountered, they focused ever more on these. However, the 
Business units that had to use and pay for the new technology was mainly focused on the 
mermaid they would have to give up and/or the effort and risks of adoption (the crutches). Once 
the teams completed the CMC’s with the assumptions of all four aspects from all stakeholder’s 
perspectives, the CMCP became a collaborative tool enabling previously opposing camps to work 
together to explore all 4 possible ways to resolve these technology adoption and value realization 
conflicts. 
  
Government Agency wanting to improve Productivity (USA) 
The goal of this Government Agency was to improve productivity by 25 percent - simply put, to 
do things 25 percent better, faster, and cheaper. The CMCP was used to understand some of the 
conflicts and limiting assumptions blocking stakeholders from achieving these objectives. The 
outcomes of the CMCP was translated (through step 5) into best practices to create a Strategy 
and Tactic Tree to focus management on removing these obstacles. Examples where the CMCP 
was applied to develop innovative solutions included the common “Spend-it-or-Lose-it” dilemma 
that many government agency leadership teams face at the end of each financial year. 
 
Large Construction Company implementing SAP (Japan) 
Daiwa House is the largest home construction company in Japan. They have used the Theory of 
Constraints (TOC) to implement their SAP project faster and improve manufacturing and sales. 
One of their key questions was, “Is our TOC training effective?” The CMCP was used to determine 
whether Daiwa employees understood/agreed with the training and knew how to resolve 
conflicts related to it. The CMCP was used to determine to what extent disharmony had been 
caused by changes that were supposed to help but were resisted, resulting in deteriorating 
relationships. The key lesson that emerged was similar to that of Tata Steel: the group proposing 
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the change was focused on the alligator and pot of gold, while the resisting group was stuck with 
the mermaid and crutches. Encouraging both proposers and resisters to consider the four aspects 
of change allowed the conflict to be understood. The CMCP became a tool for the future and a 
checklist to getting buy-in for change, which increased the effectiveness of the training. 
 
Prominent Retail Bank (South Africa) 
A top strategic thinker in retail banking decided to complete a PhD focusing on why South African 
customers spend irresponsibly. The prevailing assumption for policymakers who have addressed 
this is that it must be ignorance: i.e. financial illiteracy causes some people to spend more than 
they earn and/or not save enough for their retirement or rainy days. But even after millions were 
spent by the bank to educate these consumers, their behavior remained unchanged. A bank 
executive, as part of his PhD thesis, used the CMCP to come up with an alternative hypothesis 
about the real cause of some banking customers spending too much and/or not saving enough: 
it was not that they were ignorant to the devastating consequences of spending too much and/or 
not saving enough. Many had exaggerated fears of what others will think of them if they lived 
within their means; some felt entitled to a certain life style (which they knew they could not 
afford or sustain); others believed they could “catch-up” if they just worked harder, even though 
they were already doing 2 or 3 jobs. Research in this field continues. 
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Appendix 3 - Check List for applying the Four Methods to Resolve any 
Conflict 
 

 
 
  

The table below shows four methods that can be used to find a win:win solution to break any conflict.

METHOD 3

WHEN & WHEN NOT

CHECK

ASSUMPTION

INJECTION

Why or Under what conditions is 

CHANGE vs. NOT CHANGE  in 
conflict?

CHANGE vs. NOT CHANGE is in 

conflict because …. OR when/if…?

1. When [condition=true] then CHANGE                   
Else…NOT CHANGE OR

2. As long as [      ] NOT CHANGE …  As 

soon as  [     ] .CHANGE

HOW TO ACHIEVE?

1. The best way to implement “When + 
When Not” rule is by…

METHOD 4

ANOTHER CHANGE 

CHECK

ASSUMPTION

INJECTION

Why is there no other way to get both 

POT of GOLD and MERMAIDS without 
major CRUTCHES or CROCODILES?

There is no other way because…?

1. There is ANOTHER WAY to get MORE 
POSITIVES without MAJOR NEGATIVES 

by…?

HOW TO ACHIEVE?

1. The best way to implement ANOTHER 
CHANGE is by…

METHOD 1

CHANGE + +

CHECK

1. Why will CHANGE  mean losing

MERMAID?
2. Why will CHANGE unavoidably   

result in CRUTCHES?

1. CHANGE will allow us to keep 
MERMAIDS when/if…  (1st +)

2. CHANGE will not cause CRUTCHES 
when/if…   .(2nd +)

ASSUMPTION

INJECTION

1. CHANGE  will cause us to lose the 

MERMAIDS when/if…
2. CHANGE (unavoidably) cause 

CRUTCHES when/if…

HOW TO ACHIEVE?

1. The best way to implement 1st+ is…
2. The best way to implement 2nd+ is…

METHOD 2

NOT CHANGE + +

CHECK

ASSUMPTION

INJECTION

1. Why will NOT CHANGE not achieve  

POT OF GOLD?
2. Why can NOT CHANGE not remove 

CROCODILES?

1. NOT CHANGE will achieve POT OF GOLD  
when/if…(1st +)

2. NOT CHANGE will remove CROCODILES  
when/if…. (2nd +)

1. NOT CHANGE  will not achieve POT OF 

GOLD when/if… 
2. NOT CHANGE can’t remove   

CROCODILES when/if…

HOW TO ACHIEVE?

1. The	best	way	to	implement	1st+	is…

2. The	best	way	to	implement	2nd+	is…

  

  

WHEN	+	WHEN	NOT

 

 

NOT	CHANGE

++

 

 

CHANGE

++

  

ANOTHER	CHANGE
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Appendix 4 - Relevance of CMCP to Theory of Constraints 
 
An example of an avoidable and consequential decision mistake is when our bad decisions cause 
a resource to become a bottleneck or constraint. A bottleneck resource has insufficient capacity 
to always meet the committed demand placed 
on it. Bottlenecks can be caused by one of two 
types of “bad” decisions. We either placed too 
much demand on the bottleneck resource—we 
knowingly or unknowingly overcommitted its 
capacity—or alternatively, we wasted its 
limited capacity by causing it to do extraneous 
things.  
 
For an organization, a constraint or bottleneck 
could be cash (or budget), scarce human 
resources, machine capacity, input materials, 
or market demand. Each of these can be caused 
by a bad decision to either overcommit its 
capabilities or to waste them doing things it 
should not do—things that are either not 
helping it achieve its goals or might even be 
harming it.  
 
For individuals, our bottleneck—the thing that limits our ability to achieve more of our personal 
goals—is our limited attention. Attention is a cognitive bottleneck. Whatever we focus on 
requires attention. If we try to focus on more things than what we have available attention for, 
we overcommit and won’t meet our commitments. When we do things we should not, we waste 
our limited attention. 
 
All bottlenecks exist at three levels. Or, put differently, the question, “What really limits our 
ability to achieve more of our or our organization’s goals?” has three answers. As per Figure 1, 
there is the physical resource with insufficient capacity to meet the demand placed on it. At a 
personal level, the demand for our attention will always exceed our available attention. As such, 
our limited attention (cognitive bottleneck) is what keeps us from achieving more of our goals. 
Then (at level 2) there are the “bad” decisions that waste this scarce resource—decisions that 
cause us to do things we should not do, not do the things we should do, and/or over-promise 
(ignore resource capacity limitations). Below these bad decisions (level 3) are the “bad” or 
limiting assumptions that result in our making and repeating these bad decisions.  
 
According to this theory, a bottleneck is the symptom of bad decisions, which in turn is the 
symptom of bad assumptions. Bad decisions or assumptions are not “wrong.” They are simply 
decisions and assumptions that are not helpful, but harmful. They limit our ability to achieve our 
goals, or might even block us from achieving them. Therefore, to “solve” the problems related to 

BOTTLENECK	RESOURCE
The	resource	which	cannot	meet	the	

demand	placed	on	and	which	causes	
delays	and/or	backlogs

Level	1
Symptom

BAD	DECISION(S)
The	Decision(s)	that	caused	the	
resource	to	become	a	bottleneck,	

either	by	wasting	its	capacity	doing	
things	it	should	not	do	or	overpromising

Level	2
Cause	

Figure	1:	THREE	LEVELS	OF	A	BOTTLENECK

Level	3
Deeper	Cause	

BAD	ASSUMPTION(S)
The	Assumption(s)	that	caused	the	bad	
decision(s)	which	in	turn	caused	the	

resource	to	become	a	bottleneck
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resource bottlenecks, we should identify what decision mistakes caused them and find and 
challenge these bad or limiting assumptions that caused us or others to make and/or repeat these 
decision mistakes. 
  
The aim of the CMCP is to provide us with a practical step-by-step process for finding, challenging, 
and overcoming these limiting but often hidden assumptions that cause resources with sufficient 
capacity to meet true demand to become bottlenecks. 
 

 


